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Summary: 

• Hitting Station Setup & Formation 

• Safety Zones 

• Cane Position 

• Retrieving balls 

• Water Breaks 

• Restroom Breaks 

• Name tags 

Hitting Station Setup & Formation (scroll down to the next pages for the visual picture): should be 

setup to prevent balls from being hit at each other 

Risk: student launches a ball too far into another student  

Risk Addressed: “L” formation prevents cross-fire even if a student hits a shot too far 

 

Safety Zones (scroll down to the next pages for the visual picture): should be setup to prevent kids’ 

swings from hitting either coaches or kids standing behind in the safety zones  

Risk 1: A student is putting, safety zones are too close to the hitting station, the student takes a very big 

backswing and hits a student standing behind in the safety zone. 

Risk 1 Addressed: Safety zones are setup a minimum of 10+ feet from the hitting zone to allow for 

inadvertent full swings 

Risk 2: Hitting stations are setup too close adjacent to each other. A coach gets hit when a student from 

a station next to/behind them takes a full swing 

Risk 2 Addressed: Adjacent hitting stations are setup a minimum of 6+ feet from each other to allow for 

a margin of safety for an inadvertent full swing 

 

Cane position: students that are not standing in the hitting station are to hold their club in cane 

position. If a student repeatedly disobeys cane position, the student is not allowed to hold a club.  

Risk 1: a student standing in the safety zone is not holding their club in cane position. The student starts 

swinging the club and the club hits another student, injuring them. 

Risk 1 Addressed: a student standing in the safety zone holds their club in cane position. The student 

starts swinging the club in cane position and the club hits another student, but because the student was 

hit by the lightweight portion of the club (the grip) the student that was hit is not injured. Further, the 

coach instructs the student to place the grip of the club on their foot to prevent swinging it. If the 

student fails to comply, then the student is not allowed to hold the club for the remainder of the class. 

Risk 2: Students of an entire class are all standing together to listen to the coach’s main lecture. One 

student begins swinging their club not in cane position. A coach notices this fact, but does nothing. The 

student makes a full swing and hits another student, injuring them. 

Risk 2 Addressed: A student begins swinging their club not in cane position during a lecture. A coach 

notices this and immediately and quietly comes directly to the student in violation, physically flips the 

club into cane position for them- all without disturbing the lecture. If the student repeatedly fails to 

comply, the coach takes the club from the student and/or makes the student stand by themselves aside 

from the rest of the class. 

 



Retrieving balls: students should not be allowed to retrieve balls unless the entire class stops hitting and 

drops all golf clubs to the ground. If a student were to run out to retrieve balls without warning to the 

coach, the coach must yell everyone to stop hitting immediately. 

Risk 1: A student retrieves balls while others are hitting, and the student is struck by a golf ball 

Risk 1 Addressed: Students are not allowed to retrieve balls until the entire class stops hitting and all 

clubs are dropped to the ground. 

Risk 2: A student runs out to retrieve a ball without telling the coach, and the coach does nothing and 

the student is struck by a golf ball. 

Risk 2 Addressed: The coach yells and commands the entire class to stop hitting. If necessary, the coach 

runs out to grab the student and pull them back to safety. 

 

Water breaks: kids should walk behind the safety zones to walk across to get water. One coach should 

take their entire small group to get water. Kids should not be allowed to get water by themselves.  

Risk: A student goes to get water, walks across a cart path without paying attention and the student 

gets hit by a speeding golf cart. A student goes to get water, wanders off gets lost or kidnapped by a 

stranger. 

Risk Addressed: A coach remains with each student at all times 

 

Restroom breaks: if a child needs to use the restroom, a minimum of 2 adults must accompany that 

child. The first option is always that child’s parent to accompany them to the restroom. If the parent is 

not available, then two coaches must accompany that student. If there are not enough coaches available 

to take 2 coaches, then ask another parent to accompany so one coach plus one parent can accompany 

the child to the restroom. 

 

Risk: A student needs to use the restroom, and only one adult (that is not the child’s parent) 

accompanies the child to the restroom. The child is kidnapped or worse. GJGA and/or its personnel are 

held responsible for enabling the situation to occur. 

Risk Addressed: Always have two adults accompany the student to the restroom 

 

Name tags: the supervisor coach for the class pre-prepares the name tags based on the class 

registration excel file before class begins and before any student arrives (ideally prepared the day before 

class). 

Risk: the coach does not pre-prepare name tags, and instead the coach makes name tags as the 

students arrive. A student that is not registered for the class arrives and receives a name tag, and no one 

is the wiser if that student is actually registered. The non-registered student is injured during the class. 

Subsequently, the student’s family sues GJGA. However, because the student was not registered, GJGA 

is not covered by insurance for this student. The student’s family wins the lawsuit, and since GJGA was 

not covered by insurance we are forced to liquidate and close for business. 

Risk Addressed: the coach pre-prepares the name tags prior to arriving for class. When a student arrives 

and the coach cannot find a pre-prepared name tag, the coach inquires with the student’s parents if 

they are registered. The coach asks to see proof of registration and contacts Max Meier or the coach 

supervisor for further instructions. The unregistered student is either forced to register or not allowed 

to participate in class. Once registered, the student is covered by insurance.  



Hitting Station Setup & Formation 

Hitting Station Setup & Formation: should be setup to prevent balls from being hit at each other 

Risk: student launches a ball too far into another student  

Risk Addressed: “L” formation prevents cross-fire even if a student hits a shot too far 

 

Good “L” Formation Design: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bad Cross-fire Formation Design: 
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Putting Green 



Safety Zone Setup 

Safety Zones: should be setup to prevent kids’ swings from hitting either coaches or kids standing 

behind in the safety zones  

Risk 1: A student is putting, safety zones are too close to the hitting station, the student takes a very big 

backswing and hits a student standing behind in the safety zone. 

Risk 1 Addressed: Safety zones are setup a minimum of 10+ feet from the hitting zone to allow for 

inadvertent full swings 

Risk 2: Hitting stations are setup too close adjacent to each other. A coach gets hit when a student from 

a station next to/behind them takes a full swing 

Risk 2 Addressed: Adjacent hitting stations are setup a minimum of 6+ feet from each other to allow for 

a margin of safety for an inadvertent full swing 

 

Key Features: 

- Blue cones = hitting stations 

- Orange cones = safety zones 

- 4-5 orange safety cones each placed very close together: it is a visual barrier 

- Distance between hitting station and safety zone: minimum of 10+ feet, regardless of the 

whether it is for putting, chipping, pitching or full swing 

- Distance between each hitting station: minimum of 6+ feet 
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